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PROJECT OBJECTIVE: To reduce GHG generation and energy consumption in partial upgrading process 
through development of a novel partial upgrader comprising hydrodynamic cavitation and stimulators 
assisting thermal cracking processes. 
 
 
PROJECT PROFILE: Alberta’s oil sands are critical resource to generate numerous employment in 
various industries and considerable provincial revenue. The primary way to collect revenue through the oil 
sands related industries is to export the extracted heavy crude oil/bitumen to the US and other countries by 
transportation through pipelines. The extracted heavy crude oil/bitumen need to be diluted using diluents 
or upgraded to enable them to flow through pipelines by viscosity reduction. However, the conventional 
partial upgrading methods for unconventional hydrocarbon resources (e.g. oil sands) have shown drawbacks 
including high-energy consumption, high greenhouse gases (GHG) generation, high operating costs, and high 
initial capital expenditure (CAPEX) requirement, which requires innovations in partial upgrading technology. 
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose a novel partial upgrading technology utilizing synergistic effects 
of integrating hydrodynamic cavitation and stimulators assisted thermal cracking processes, which demands 
lower energy consumption and generates less GHG emissions than the conventional partial upgraders.   
Hydrodynamic cavitation can create regional hotspots with extremely high temperature (~10,000 K) and 
high pressure (~1,000 atm) generated while produced bubbles (cavities) are collapsed. The generated high 
temperature and pressure are capable of breaking chemical bonds of long chained heavy hydrocarbons. 
Another advantage of hydrodynamic cavitation process is production of highly reactive hydroxyl radicals 
(OH·) that have high oxidation potential (2.8 eV), which can consequently lead to strong oxidation processes 
of hydrocarbons. Furthermore, the enhanced impact of radicals and the extended area of cavitation 
occurrence can be expected through introduction of additives such as stimulators, oxidizing agents, natural 
(methane) gas, and hydrogen gas.   
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The treated crude oil through the hydrodynamic cavitation process can be further treated via stimulator 
assisted thermal cracking process. Thermal cracking process is the most commonly used method for heavy 
crude oil upgrading. However, conventional thermal cracking methods require relatively high temperatures, 
moderate pressures, and high operating costs, resulting in high coke formation and low yield of lighter 
hydrocarbon production. The proprietary stimulators (ENHANCORTM) can reduce the temperature required 
for thermal cracking of hydrocarbons through their exothermic chemical reactions, creating high 
temperature heat (up to 2000 °C), which consequently reduces operating costs. In addition, the stimulators 
(based on nano materials) can produce high pressures and useful gases when activated.   
The proposed technology will provide benefits including environmental friendly partial upgrading, heavy oil 
viscosity reduction with less use of diluents for efficient pipeline transportations, and high valued crude oil 
production. We envision that the proposed partial upgrader will reduce considerable amount of energy (fuel 
and electricity) consumption and diluent addition, thereby reducing more than 20% of GHG emissions than 
conventional partial upgrading technologies. Moreover, reduction of methane emissions are also expected 
through methane reforming process, as it is utilized as an additive for cavitation process.   
Overall, objective of the proposed project is to reduce GHG generation and energy consumption in partial 
upgrading process. This is done through development of a novel partial upgrader comprising hydrodynamic 
cavitation and stimulators assisting thermal cracking processes. Development of prototypes, optimization of 
operating conditions, and GHG reduction/energy efficiency analysis will be performed over the course of 
this project. The project results will demonstrate the feasibility of this novel concept. The proposed project 
will be led by Dr. Simon Park and mostly conducted in MEDAL at the University of Calgary for prototype 
developments. 
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